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Volume of Sphere. This picture (Fig. 11)
shows the method of finding the volume of a
sphere. The bases
of the pyramids
are considered as
forming the sur-
face of the
sphere, while the
Fig-. 11.
Then, since the volume
altitude of the
pyramids is the
radius of the sphere.
the
of a pyramid is
area of base X height
volume of a sphere is
surf ace of sphere V radius
- — r - ~ - ; or, the volume of
. sphere •*X-X»'X',     *X
Problems. 1. The government surveys all
public highways as 4 rods in width. In a
district where land is worth $300 per acre,
what is the value of the land given over to
12 miles of public highway?
2. If the roads were only 2 rods wide, how
much land would be saved for production in
a state where there are 120,000 miles of pub-
lie highway?
Related   Articles.     Consult   the   following
titles for additional information:
Circle	Mensuration
Cube Root	Metric System
Cubic  Measure	Number, Methods of
Cylinder	Teaching
Discount	Percentage
International Date Line   Square
Interest	Standard Time
Longitude and Time        Triangle
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LEIZON"A, airizo'nah, the forty-eighth
state in the American Union, the last terri-
tory in continental United States to be ad-
mitted to statehood. The international boun-
dary is on the south, Utah is north, New
Mexico is east, and on the west are Nevada
and California, The area of the state is
113,956 square miles, only 146 of wbich are
 water. Only four states are larger—Texas,
California, Montana and New Mexico. In
1920 the population was 333,273; in 1930,
435,573. One-fourth of the population are
Mexicans. There are 32,989 Indians, 8,000
negroes, 1,137 Chinese and 590 Japanese.
Surface. Detached mountains stretch
through Arizona from the southeast to the
northwest and divide it into two parts, which
are nearly equal in area. The northeastern
portion consists of a high plateau, upon
which rise isolated ranges and detached
buttes and mesas. The plateau is studded
with hills and cut by deep canyons, through
which in former ages streams of considerable
magnitude flowed. The present streams are
dry a good portion of the year. Many of
them have considerable and regular under-
flow available by pumping for irrigation.
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado River,
which is the most remarkable gorge in the
world, runs across the northwestern part of
Arizona and along its western boundary.
The southwestern part slopes from the cen-
tral mountain ranges toward the Gila River,
which flows across the southern portion. Its
general elevation is lower than that of the
northern and northeastern portions, and it is
marked by occasional buttes and mesas,
which rise abruptly from the plains. Most
of the southern half is noted for its desertlike
appearance. The Gila has a few shallow
tributaries, but, save for underflow, they are
dry a large part of the year.
Climate. The climate is unusually dry
and healthful. The elevation of the northern
half of the territory gives a mean annual
temperature of about 45°. The southern
half is intensely hot during the summer, and
has a mean annual temperature of about 70 °.
Throughout the state the rainfall is light. In
the northern half it averages about twenty
inches annually, but in the southern half only
eight or ten inches. For this reason vegeta-
tion is scant and consists largely of bunch
grass, various species of cactus, mesquite,
creosote bush, and many other forms com-
mon to arid regions. In the regions above
5,000 feet, in the northern and southern
sections, are valuable pine forests.
Mineral Besources. Arizona is rich in
minerals, and for many years has been the
seat of mining occupations. Gold, silver,
copper, coal, lead and stone valuable for
building and ornamental purposes exist in
large quantities.

